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A BSTRACT

Modern applications, such as video and audio processing, em
ploy many linear transforms and filters, such as the discrete
cosine transform (DCT) and fast Fourier transform (FFT).
There is a need to drastically reduce the energy consumption
of these applications in order to enable their ultralow energy
realization on mobile devices. It is well known that all of
these applications can be implemented using multiple con
stant multiplication (MCM). As of now, there has been no
effort to synthesize ultralow energy implementations of these
systems, in particular, through the use of near-threshold com
puting (NTC). In order to synthesize MCM in NTC systems,
we propose techniques that include minimizing the critical
path through load reduction along with the creation of deep
combinational logic in order to reduce the impact of process
variation. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our new
techniques on both FFT and DCT applications and show up to
an order of magnitude reduction in energy for the target delay.
1. INTRODUCTION

Linear transforms and filters are prevalent in many types of
applications in wireless and embedded systems. In particular,
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) and fast Fourier trans
form (FFT), are important for video, image, and audio appli
cations, as well as for many communication schemes, includ
ing orthogonal frequency division multiplexing.
It is well known that many linear transforms and filters,
including FFT, DCT, FIR and IIR filters, can be implemented
using multiple constant multiplication (MCM). MCM enables
low power and low latency parallel multiplications of several
hard-coded constants with a single input variable using shifts,
additions, and subtractions. Currently, a large body of liter
ature on MCM focuses on minimizing their number of oper
ations, implementation size, and depth. However, as of now,
there has been relatively no effort to synthesize ultralow en
ergy implementations, in particular, through the use of near
threshold computing (NTC) [1].
NTC is a relatively new paradigm in which circuit sup
ply voltages are operated at or near the threshold voltage.
This provides as much as 10 x energy efficiency gains over
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traditional super-threshold operation while also increasing
delay by the same factor. A key obstacle in designing circuits
for NTC operation is process variation, which manifests as
deviations in gate characteristics, such as delay and energy,
from their nominal values. These deviations become more
pronounced when operating at near-threshold. For example,
small fluctuations in threshold voltages have a much higher
impact on delay in near-threshold than in super-threshold.
Output capacitive load also becomes of concern at near
threshold due to its ability to compound NTC performance
inefficiencies.
In order to synthesize MCM in NTC systems, we pro
pose several techniques which exploit several degrees of free
dom. Among them, common sub-expression exploration is
combined with simultaneous speed and energy organization
through operation replication for load reduction to improve
latency. Another degree of freedom is the creation of deep
combinational logic which not only eliminates energy expen
sive read/write operations to storage elements, such as flip
flops, but also reduces the impact of process variation and
improves yield.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Near-Threshold Comp u ting

In modern systems, low energy is often a premiere design re
quirement [2] [3]. At the integrated circuit level, energy con
sumption and delay are often managed by altering the supply
voltage relative to ground. Since the relationship between en
ergy and voltage is quadratic, voltage scaling has become one
of the most effective and researched methods for integrated
circuit power reduction [4].
Today, the vast majority of circuits operate in the super
threshold region where Vdd » vth. Techniques for sub
threshold operation of circuits in which Vdd < vth have also
been proposed [5]. However, the most balanced tradeoffs
between energy reduction and performance degradation are
found in the near-threshold region where Vdd
vth [1].
The most notable design challenge of NTC is that cir
cuits are highly susceptible to variability. Inherent variations
in manufacturing processes affect threshold voltage distribu-
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tions, thus imposing design constraints at near-threshold. Ex
isting solutions attempt to mitigate the effects of process vari
ation in the context of NTC using device aging but do not
address performance degradation [6]. The major challenge in
using NTC memories is high susceptibility to faults.
In NTC data path systems, the two key challenges are pro
cess variation and delay. We address these two issues by intro
ducing deep combinational logic chains for process variation
and minimizing the number of operations under a specified
maximal logic delay. In particular, our delay model is novel
in that it considers the loads that a particular gate drives while
loads are traditionally only considered in gate-level systems.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that they
are included in high-level (operation-level) synthesis.
2.2. Chaining

Chaining is a powerful architectural structure in which com
plex arithmetic or logic units are connected in succession
without intermediate storage units, thus creating a chain of
deep logic. Traditionally, chaining is used for reducing the
required number of clock cycles. Our key novelty is that we
use chaining for reducing the impact of process variation. At
super-threshold voltages, delay is predominantly affected by
the magnitude of the supply voltage. At near-threshold volt
ages, delay becomes exponentially affected by the difference
between the supply and threshold voltages.
Traditional design techniques place registers between op
erations in order to capitalize on rapid clock rates and high
throughput. However, at near-threshold operation where pro
cess variation has an exponential impact on delay, this multi
cycle architecture can be detrimental. Due to inherent de
lay variations, the clock rate is constrained to be no faster
than the maximum delay of any set of operations positioned
between registers. The overall circuit delay will be approx
imately the maximum delay times the required number of
clock cycles to finish the operation to the end. By implement
ing the same circuit using deep logic we reduce the impact of
the few extremely slow components affected by process vari
ation through delay averaging over long chains.
2.3. Multiple Constant Multiplication

MCMs were first studied in the context of minimizing the
number of operations in FIR filters [8]. Cappello and Stei
glitz were the first to prove that optimal MCM generation
is NP-complete [9]. Consequently, several MCM generation
techniques have been identified and addressed using three dif
ferent types of approaches [lO] [11] [12].
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first effort to
address ultralow power implementations of MCM computa
tions in the general case. However, several groups have ad
dressed minimizing power in FIR filters using common sub
expression elimination [13] [14].

3. ITERATIVE NODE REPLICATION FOR TA RGET
DELAY YIELD IN NTC

Our iterative node replication (INR) technique for delay min
imization of MCM structures operating in near-threshold
improves latency, yield, and reduces susceptibility to process
variation through deep logic chaining and load reduction.
Previous MCM design techniques that focus on operation
cardinality reduction also inherently increase average compo
nent fan-out. Higher loads induce longer delays and impose
design-time assignment of larger sized components, ulti
mately increasing energy consumption. At near-threshold
voltages these consequences can outweigh the benefits of in
stantiating a design with a minimal number of operations. In
order to improve overall circuit delay at near-threshold, load
must be a preeminent design consideration.
There exists a large body of literature on algorithmic solu
tions for MCM optimization, especially since the problem is
NP-complete. We build our solution on top of the best heuris
tic tools currently available, specifically, the Spiral suite de
veloped by Voronenko, Puschel, and their collaborators [7].
We begin with minimal depth MCM implementations for the
set of constants corresponding to the pertinent benchmark be
cause when operating in NTC, minimizing circuit depth is
crucial for minimizing delay.
Figure 1 depicts an example of the starting, first, and sec
ond iterations of our INR technique for a single MCM tree
corresponding to an FFT with 8 inputs. We describe the algo
rithm in more detail in the following section. All three imple
mentations are functionally equivalent, but differ in terms of
energy and delay when operated at near-threshold. In this ex
ample, we highlight the reduction in critical path delay that
our replication technique achieves. After replicating input
x and the 63x operation we observe a reduction in delay by
about 300 ps. In this example we use approximate values for
clarity in presentation. In simulation we apply the appropriate
load-delay models for the appropriately sized adder modules.

3.1. Algorithm

Load reduction and delay minimization is accomplished by
iteratively replicating operations on the critical path that have
maximal load. When considering multiple nodes that have
zero slack and an equal maximal load, nodes whose transi
tive fan-out affect the largest set of epsilon critical paths are
replicated first.
Load is distributed to the new replica by prioritizing out
put paths with the least slack. Zero slack output paths are
swapped from the old node to the newly replicated node until
no more zero slack paths can be assigned or the load of the
new replica is half the load of the original. In the best case,
there will exist only a single path with zero slack (i.e. a sin
gle critical path), and thus only a single output path with zero
slack will be assigned to the replica node. In singling out this
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Functionally equivalent MCM structures for a single variable of an 8 point FFT. The left table contains the multiplier
constants for a single input in fixed-point representation using 16 fraction bits and 3 integer bits. The right table contains
approximate delay values for a carry-Iookahead adder (cell size 2) operating at near-threshold. (a) A minimal depth, minimal
operation MCM tree created by the Spiral MCM synthesis tool [7]. Bolded nodes are those selected to be replicated in the
following iteration. (b) A reconstructed MCM tree created by replicating inputs for x from the previous iteration. (c) The next
iteration of the MCM tree created by replicating the 63x operation and balancing output load.

Fig. 1:

Benchmark

Solution

Target Delay (ns)

Energy (mJ)

Spiral-MC
FFT-64

Spiral-D

14.91

55.31

INR

10.58

Spiral-MC
FFT-128

Spiral-D

367.56
55.31

79.78

INR

46.49

Spiral-MC
DCT-8x8

Spiral-D

305.28
50.52

61.86

INR

33.38

Spiral-MC
DCT-16x16

Spiral-D

Energy Savings

60.51

10822.23
1539.11

58.29

INR

976.43

1.00x

4.06x

5.72x
1.00x
4.61x

7.91x

1.00x

6.04x
9.14x

1.00x

7.03x

11.08x

# Operations
2347
2347
2612
8555
8555
9204
5835
5835
6121
75234
75234
76011

Area (fJm")

8.01 x 10°
7.00 x 106
7.55 x 106

3.19 x 10

2.80 x 107
2.82 x 107
2.12 x 10

1.84 x 107
1.88 x 107
3.12 x 10"
2.71 x 108

2.66 x 108

Energy and area results for FFT and DCT applications synthesized using multi-cycle (MC) and deep logic (D) imple
mentations of Spiral's heuristic synthesis tool and our iterative node replication techniques.

Table 1:

and only this path we are able to maximally reduce its inter
nal delay constraints through load reduction by capitalizing
on the positive slack of the node's remaining output paths.

In Figure 1b, node 63x is chosen for replication because
it has the maximum load among all nodes on the critical path.
Once node 63x is replicated in Figure lc, we assign only the
path to 91x to the newly created (blue) replica since it is the
only node that is on the critical path. In this way, the repli
cated 63x node (blue) that is now a part of the path with the
highest constraint will have the least load between both the
red and blue 63x nodes, thereby reducing the internal con
straints as maximally as possible. For the case that more than

half the paths from the replication node have zero slack, we
distribute the load evenly between the original and the replica
node.
Final MCM selection is accomplished by choosing a sin
gle MCM from our generated pool of iterations that has min
imum energy when satisfying the target delay.
3.2. Results

We synthesize MCM implementations of DCT and FFT
benchmarks in the presence of process variation and compare
our results to multi-cycle and deep logic implementations of
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Circuit energy consumption for target delays for FFT
and DCT benchmark applications using multi-cycle (MC) and
deep logic (D) implementations of Spiral's heuristic solutions
and implementations generated using our iterative node repli
cation technique.

Fig. 2:

DCT-16x16 circuit yield with respect to (a) delay and
(b) energy in the presence of process variation when operating
in near-threshold with a nominal 11th of 0.33V We compare
our technique with the multi-cycle (MC) and deep logic (D)
implementations of Spiral's heuristic solutions.

Fig. 3:

Spiral solutions. A fixed width size of 16 fractional bits and 3
integer bits is used. We employ Markovic's gate level models
[lS] after fitting them to an industrial standard cell library
[16]. Each cell is sized per capacitive load requirements and
input transition slew. Our nominal threshold voltage is 0.33 V

have a meaningful impact before the increase in the num
ber of operations consumes too much energy without suffi
cient delay improvements. However, for larger applications
in which MCM synthesis becomes very complex, we observe
that our techniques substantially reduce energy consumption
rates. This is expected since larger complex minimum depth
MCM trees will contain many operations along many epsilon
critical paths, thus harboring many opportunities for load re
duction exploitation.

In Table 1 we compare nominal solutions corresponding
to the delay of the multi-cycle Spiral solution when applying
a near-threshold supply voltage. We scale the supply voltages
for the deep logic and INR cases to achieve the same target
delay and record the resultant energy consumption values and
area requirements. Our techniques have an energy savings
improvement ranging from 10% to 70% beyond even the Spi
ral deep logic solution. In some cases, this is achieved even
when imposing additional area overhead.
Figure 2 depicts circuit yield with respect to energy and
delay in the presence of process variation for the 16x16 DCT
application operated at near-threshold. Our techniques gener
ate simultaneously lower energy and lower delay implemen
tations of the required MCMs for this application. We find
that not only does our load reduction technique reduce circuit
delay, but also simultaneously reduces energy by eliminating
the need for larger cell sizes that the original Spiral solution
requires due to its ultra compact and high fan-out structure.
Figure 3 depicts the energy usage for operation of the
pertinent synthesized benchmark application at a desired tar
get delay. For smaller circuits we observe similar improve
ments to the Spiral deep logic implementation. In the case
of the 4x4 DCT, the circuit is too small for replication to

4. CONCLUSION

We have presented new techniques for ultralow energy imple
mentations of MCM circuits through the use of near-threshold
computing. Our techniques reduce energy and delay through
node replication, which directly reduces load in order to re
duce the critical path and ultimately reduce energy by en
abling smaller cell size assignments. Furthermore, we reduce
the impact of process variation through the use of deep com
binational logic. We have explored our techniques for MCM
optimization on the popular FFT and DCT linear transforms
in the presence of process variation using accurate gate-level
models and cell sizing techniques. We find that for larger
applications requiring larger and more complex MCMs, our
techniques show substantial improvements in energy reduc
tion for a range of target delays.
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